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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many articles have been devoted to the study of the dimension of the global attractor associated 
with dissipative reaction-diffusion systems (see [1-6] and the references therein). 
In the case of a bounded omain f~, the following optimal estimate of the fractal dimension of 
the global attractor ,4 has been obtained (see, e.g., [1,2,6]; see also [4] for a lower bound of the 
same form) 
dimF (.,4, L2(f~)) <_ cu -n/2, 
where u > 0 is the dissipation parameter and n is the space dimension. All these results are 
obtained under growth conditions on the nonlinear term. 
Our aim in this note is to obtain a similar upper bound for an arbitrary growth on the nonlinear 
term. We consider here for simplicity a nonlinear term of class C 1. However, our results extend, 
with minor changes, to locally Lipschitz nonlinearities, in which case it is not possible to use the 
classical method based on the Lyapunov exponents. We thus construct an exponential ttractor 
having an optimal upper bound on the fractal dimension. 
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Our proof is essentially based on the classical L v theory for linear parabolic equations (see, 
e.g., [7]), together with a new construction of exponential attractors proposed in [3]. One of 
the main ingredients of the construction given in [3] is a smoothing type property (which does 
not necessarily imply the differentiability of the semigroup). We note here (see Section 4) that 
this smoothing property implies, in a Hilbert setting, the squeezing property. However, for our 
problem, the construction of [3] yields better estimates on the fractal dimension of the exponential 
attractors than that of [8], based on the squeezing property. 
2. SETT ING OF  THE PROBLEM 
Let ~ be a bounded regular domain of R n. We consider the following reaction-diffusion system 
on ~: 
Ou 
--~ - vAu  + f (u)  = g(x), u = 0 on Of}, Uh= o = uo, (2.1) 
v > 0, where u = (Ul, . . . ,  Uk), k E N*. We make the following assumptions on the nonlinearity f:
f e C 1 (Rk) '~, f(s).s >_ -co, Vs e R k, co > o, If(s)l _< Q (Isl), vs  e R k, (2.2) 
for some monotonic function Q, where, denotes the usual Euclidian scalar product. We emphasize 
here that the function Q may have any growth. 
For T > 0 given, we set QT = ~ × (0, T) and we denote by W(I'2)(QT) the usual Sobolev- 
P = H~-~H~p(Qr)+ H [[w2,~(Qr) (see [7] for more de- Slobodetzkij space, with norm Hullw(p1,2)(O.r) u p 
tails). Finally, we set ¢ = L°°(12) k (the phase space) and we assume that g E ¢. 
3. EX ISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF  SOLUTIONS 
We are not able to use the Galerkin method to prove the existence of solutions in the phase 
space ¢; we shall instead use the Leray-Schauder degree theory. 
We first set w = u.u. The function w is thus a scalar function and it satisfies, thanks to (2.2), 
the following inequality: 
- -  < yAw + w + Co + Ilgll~, w = 0 on 0~, 
cgt - wh= o = u~ (= uo.uo) . (3.1) 
Due to the comparison principle, we have w(t,x)  <_ wl( t ,x) ,  where wx is solution of the 
following linear homogeneous parabolic equation: 
--~vW.._._~, -----/2AWl "4- W 1 "~- C0 -I- Ilgll~, Wl ---- 0 on 0~, WlI,= o = u0 2. (3.2) 
Ot 
It thus follows from the L p theory for linear parabolic equations (see, e.g., [7]) that w(t, x) <_ 
wl(t,  x) <_ cHuoll~e -a°t + Qo(llgl]v), s0 > 0, which yields the dissipation inequality 
llull¢ <- clluollCe -~'~ ÷ QI (llgll¢), ~i > o. (3.3) 
We now set w, = u - v, where v is the solution of the linear parabolic equation associated 
with (2.1) for the same initial data (the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the linear 
equation in W (1'2) (QT) k, p > 1, is straightforward). This function satisfies 
= yAw,  + h(t,x),  w, = 0 on Of}, w,l~=o = 0, (3.4) 
Ot 
where h(t, x) = - f (u )  = - f (v  + w*) belongs, thanks to (3.3) and (2.2), to L°°(QT) k. 
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We set P = (o_  uA) -1. This operator is well defined (due to the boundary conditions 
in (3.4)). Furthermore, (3.4) is equivalent o w, + F(w,) = 0, where F(w,) = Ph(t ,x)  For 
a given h in L°°(QT)k, it follows from classical results on linear parabolic equations (see [7]) 
that (3.4) possesses a (unique) solution w, E W(I'2)(QT) k, Vp > 1, such that 
IIw.llw2,~)(o~)~ < cHhllL~(q~)~ < c.. (3.5) 
Noting that the injection W(~lo'~)(QT) C W(pl'2)(QT) is compact for P0 > P, we deduce that 
the operator F is compact. Noting finally that the same holds for the homotopy w, + sF(w,) 
= 0, s C]0, 1[, we can apply the Leray-Schauder degree theory to obtain the existence of a 
solution in the phase space ¢. 
The uniqueness is straightforward. Indeed, let u 1 and u 2 be two solutions of (2.1) with initial 
data u~ and u 2, respectively. Then, w = u 1 - u 2 is solution of 
O_w_w = uAw - f'(Ou,,u2)w, w = 0 on Of~, Wl,=o = u~ - u 2, (3.6) 
ot 
where f'(O~x.~:) e L °° (QT) k. It finally follows from the L ~ theory for linear parabolic equations 
that Ilwll¢ -< cllw(0)l]¢, hence the uniqueness. 
4. UPPER BOUND ON THE D IMENSION 
OF THE GLOBAL ATTRACTOR 
Thanks to the results obtained in the previous section, we can define a Lipschitz semigroup 
S(t) : ¢ --* ¢. Furthermore, it follows from the dissipation inequality (3.3) that B0 = {u E 0, 
Ilu[[¢ < 2Ql(llgll¢)} is a bounded absorbing set for S(t) in ¢. We then set B1 = S(1)B0 c 0. 
We have B1 = {u(t,x, uo)h= ~, u is 'the solution of (2.1) with initial data u0, u0 E B0}. We set 
w, = tu(t, x, uo). Therefore, we have W,l,=~ = u(t, x, U0)h= . Furthermore, w, is solution of an 
equation of the form (3.4), with h(t, x) = - t f (u)+u+tg E L°°(QT)k, and, since w, = 0 on 0f~ and 
w,l,=o = 0, we have, as in the previous ection (see inequality (3.5)), iiW.Nw~,2)(Qr ) k  <_ c,, Vp > 1. 
Noting finally that the injection W (1'9) (QT) C L°°(QT) is compact for p large enough, we deduce 
that B1 is compact in ¢ (we note that W,l,=l has a sense as a trace). This yields the existence of 
the compact global attractor "4 in ¢; .4 is also compact in L2(~) k. 
Let us then prove that dimE('4, ¢) = dimE('4, L2(f~)k). It is easy to see that the injection 
i : ¢ ~ L2(f~) k is Lipschitz. Therefore, it suffices to prove that S(t) : L2([2) k ~ ¢, t > 0, is 
Lipschitz on ,4. This property actually holds on any bounded subset of ¢. To do so, we again 
use classical results on linear parabolic equations. If u 1 and u 2 are two solutions of (2.1) such 
that ul(0) and u2(0) belong to ` 4, then w = u 1 - u 2 satisfies 
cg__ww = uAw - f'(O~,~2)w, w = 0 on 0f/, wt,=o • ¢ C L2(~2) k 
Ot 
where f'(O~,,~2) • L°°(QT)k C L2(QT) k. We then have w • W(pl'2)(QT)k, Vp >_ 1, with 
]lWHw~.2)(Qr) k < cllw(O)llL2(~)k , hence the result, since the injection W~L2)(QT) C L°~(QT) is 
continuous for p large enough. 
We now deduce from [3] that 
d ime ('4, L2(f~) k) _< CYl/2L (B (0, 1; H l (a )k ) ,  L2(f~) k) <: c'L ~, (4.1) 
where B(0, 1; Hl(f~) k) is the unit ball in Hl(f~) k, Nn(B, L2(f~) k) is the minimal number of balls 
of radius R in L2(~2) k that cover B, and L is such that the following smoothing property (which 
will actually be proved below) holds on a positively invariant (by S(1)) bounded set X C ¢: 
] lS(]) lz  I - S(X)%t211/../I(gl).~ ___~ i l lu  I -- U211L2(gl)k, '~tl, l,'tt 2 • X. (4.2) 
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Indeed, we deduce from (4.2) the existence of an exponential attractor A4 for S(t) in L2(f/) ~ nX  
(for instance, we can take X = [.Jt>tS(t)Bo ¢), and thus, of the global attractor in L2(Ct) k (which 
coincides with the global attractor in ¢), which satisfies estimate (4.1). 
Let us finally prove (4.2) and derive an estimate of L in terms of the dissipation parameter u. 
We set w = u I - u 2, u1(0), u2(0) 6 X. Then, we have 
O._ww = uAw - f'(8~i ~2)w, w = 0 on OCt, wh= o 6 L2(f/) k, (4.3) 
0t 
where f'(8~L,2 ) 6 L°°(QT)k. Taking the scalar product in L2(Ct) ~ of the equation by w, we 
have, arguing in a standard way (we take here t < T < 1) 
/0 t 2 2 IlWllL2(n)k <_ cHw(O)HL2(n)k , u [[VWIIL2(n)k d'r < cIlw(O)llL2(n)k. (4.4) 
We then take the scalar product in L2(Ct) a of the equation by - tAw and find, thanks to (4.4) 
2 2 tl[Wl[H~(a)~ < (e/v)[lw(O)[[L~(a)~. This yields that L < (c/u 1/2) (we assume here that u < 1). 
We have thus proved the following. 
THEOREM. The fractal dimension of the global attractor ,4 associated with (2.1) satisfies 
dimF(A, ¢) _< cu -n/2, (4.5) 
where the constant c is independent of u. 
REMARKS.  
(i) We have the same upper bound (4.5) for the exponential ttractor A4 constructed following [3]. 
We can note that the construction given in [3] is very general, in the sense that it is also valid 
in Banach spaces, contrarily to that described in [8], which consists in proving the so-called 
squeezing property and is only valid in Hilbert spaces. Now, it would be interesting to see 
whether, in a Hilbert setting, which is actually the case in the present note, the smoothing 
property (4.2) implies the squeezing property. Indeed, let H and H1 be two Hilbert spaces uch 
that the embedding H1 C H is compact and let us assume that the map T : X --* X, where X 
is a bounded subset of H, enjoys the smoothing property 
[[TUl - Tu2llH~ <_ LI[ul - U2[[H, VUl, u2 6 X. (4.6) 
Let then M : H --* H1 be a linear mapping such that [[Mu[[gl ---- [[U[tH, VU 6 H. The 
mapping M is obviously compact. Therefore, we can consider the projectors Pn based on the 
spectrum of M, i.e., Pn : H --* Hn = Span{el , . . . ,  en} is an orthogonal projector, Men = Anen, 
An --* +oo as n --* +oo. Obviously, we have t[I - Pn[[£(H,H) -~ 0 as n ~ +oo. Let us now check 
the squeezing property. We have, for Ul and u2 in X, 
[[(I - Pn) (Tul - Tu2)[[H = HM (I - Pn) (Tul - Tu2)[[H 1 
<_ L[[M(I - Pn)ll~C(H1,H,)IM - u2[]H. (4.7) 
Let now 6 belong to (0, 1/4). If []Tul - Tu2[[g < 5[lUl -- U211H, then the squeezing property is 
satisfied. So, let us assume that 
1 
[[Tu 1 - -  TU2[[H > 6 [ lU l  - -  U2HH, i.e., Ilul - u2llH < ~ I[TUl - Tu2llH. (4.8) 
We have to show that there exists no(= no(6)) 6 N such that [ [ ( I -  Pno) (Tu l -  Tu2)[[H <_ 
I[P,~o(Tul - Tu2)l[H. Indeed, it follows from (4.7) and (4.8) that 
L 
[[(I - Pn) (TUl - -  Tu2)llH <_ -~ JIM (I - Pn)[ l , ' (H,,Hd [ITUl - Tu21iH 
< en ([[Pn (Tul - Tu2)[[H + [t(I -- Pn) (Tux - Tu2)IIH), 
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where e-n = (L/8)I] M( I  - Pn)HL(H~,H1)' which yields 
(1  - e .n)  l t ( I  - ion)(TUl - Tu2) l ln  < enllPn (TuI - Tu2)ll.. 
So, we will have proved the squeezing property if e-n --* 0 as n --+ +c<) (we note that e-. does 
not depend on the choice of Ul and us). Indeed, we have 
(M( I  - Pn)u, U)H1 (M( I  - Pn)Mv,  MV)H ~ 
HM( I - Pn)IIc(HI,H,) = Sups#0 (u,u)H ~ = Sup'#° (My, MV)H ~ 
((I  - Pn)Mv,V)H = [1(i _ Pn)MI[I:(H,H), 
= Sup'#° (v, V)H 
and we have e-n + 0 as n -+ +co, hence the squeezing property. Now, since the smoothing 
property implies, in a Hilbert setting, the squeezing property, we could also have estimated the 
dimension of M by using the classical method of [8], based on the inequality satisfied by a quotient 
of norms. However, in our case, the estimate that we would obtain would not be sharp (actually, 
an optimal bound is derived in [8] for reaction-diffusion equations with a polynomial nonlinearity; 
however, the proof is only valid for specific polynomials). 
(ii) Actually, we proved in [3] the existence of an exponential ttractor under the more general 
assumption T = T1 + T2, where 
1 
I IT I~ - T,'*=II~ < c, llul - u211n, c, < -~, IIT2ul - T~u211H, <_ LJlul - u211H, 
VUl,U2 E X. If we further assume that c~ < 1/8, then we can prove the squeezing property 
in a Hilbert setting. Indeed, if 5 E (0, 1/4) is such that ~/5 < 1/2, we have, assuming that 
IITUl - Tu21]H > @Ul -- U211H and proceeding as above, 
H(I - Pn) (Tul - Tu2)HH _< ~][Ul - U2HH + H(I - Pn)(T2Ul - T2U2)[]H 
<_ (~ + e-n)]]TUl - Tu2tlH, 
which yields (1 - c~/(i - e-n)ll(I- Pn)(Tul  -Tu2) I IH < (o~lci + e-n)llP.~(TUl -Tu2)ll~, hence 
the result, since e-n ~ 0 as n ~ +co. We can note that the proof presented in [3] can be 
easily adapted to the case where TUl - Tu2 = Tl(Ul,U2) + T2(Ul,U2), VUl,U2 c X, with 
I]Tl(Ul,U2)llH _< a]lu 1 --U211H , ~ < 1/2, liT2(UliU2)IIH, < L]iu 1 -U21iH. Again, when a < 1/8, 
we can prove, proceeding similarly, the squeezing property in a Hilbert setting. 
(iii) We shall study the case of unbounded omains in a forthcoming article. 
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